Hong Kong Budding Scientists Award 2019/20

Problems of the Heat (Future World Problems / Authentic Problems):

1. Scientific Investigations related to clothing

Identify a clothing problem during hot weather. Suggest in your proposal how to tackle the problem with science and technology. The suggestion(s) in your proposal should be practical, cost-effective, scientific and evidence-based. The marking criteria of the proposal also include creativity. Please also suggest a Title for your scientific investigation(s).

2. Marine Pollution in Hong Kong

From time to time news about marine pollution in Hong Kong concern Hong Kong people. The natural resources in Hong Kong are limited and the Hong Kong Government should strive to avoid its environment from any marine pollution.

Suggest in your proposal how to tackle one kind of marine pollution in Hong Kong. The suggestion(s) in your proposal should be practical, cost-effective, scientific and evidence-based. The marking criteria of the proposal also include creativity. Please also suggest a Title for your Investigation(s).

3. Others

Describe a science related future world problem or important real-life problem in which your school team has interest.

Suggest in your proposal how to tackle the problem. The suggestion(s) in your proposal should be practical, cost-effective, scientific and evidence-based. The marking criteria of the proposal also include creativity. Please also suggest a Title for your Investigation(s).